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It will have been a month, (four weeks) all but 19 hours, since we last played a home game,
when we host Hadleigh United next Friday evening, but the tour of Norfolk and
Cambridgeshire has paid dividends league wise, while leaving our Buildbase FA Vase hopes
in tatters. Through it all there has been one constant - the supporters! They have followed the
side on our 800+ mile journey via Lowestoft, Gorleston, Wisbech & Godmanchester and I
know I speak for both the management and players when I say a massive thank you for your
support - welcome home, see you Friday!
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The latest trip along the A14 produced our 9th win by four goals or more in 21 games, which
is a remarkable record in itself at our level of football, and this, the latest result, has put us 21
points clear at the top. Yes, I know those below us have games in hand, but I recall sitting
second in the table last season looking up at Mildenhall’s nine-point lead and thinking “That
will take some catching!” and it did, and we didn’t - we got close before they surged away
again. What I’m trying to say is having a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush!



There were five changes to the

side that lost at Wisbech, with Josh Kerridge and Jamal Wiggins out injured, while Nick
Ingram & Jordy Matthews returned from injury, the other changes being tactical to suit the
conditions on the day… another windy one, which blew in the Seasiders’ faces, during the
first 45 minutes.

Danny Crump doesn’t get too
many mentions in reports as he
often has quiet afternoons when he
is unduly troubled, but he saw
some vital action at both ends of
the pitch during this game and will
be claiming two definite assists for
two of the goals, while also making
a couple of vital saves.

With the swirling wind
predominantly in their faces at the
start, the Seasiders took a little
while to settle and Godmanchester might well have taken an early lead when Chris Hyem got



into the Seasiders’ box but was denied by Crump, who turned his goal-bound shot away for a
corner. It proved a vital save from the Seasider custodian with just six minutes on the clock,
as four minutes later the opening goal came at the other end of the pitch.

A neat move with some excellent build up play looked to have broken down on the edge of
the home sides area, but a couple of ricochets as Godmanchester tried to clear the danger
saw the ball end back at the feet of Powell, who drilled it past Phil Peachey. It might have
been 2-0 a couple of minutes later, but this time Peachey produced a good save to deny
Powell as the visitors got on top.

There was an early substitution
when Chris Hyem limped out of the
game in the 31st minute to be
replaced by Zac Knight-Percival,
and while the visitors had enjoyed
the better of the exchanges for the
majority of the half, they came
under pressure as the first period
drew to a close.

Callum Bennett headed off the line
in the 41st minute and Crump got a
touch to Mike Hyem’s cross a

minute later. Arran Mackay looked certain to score at the far post as he met another cross,
but Crump got a hand to it and palmed it away but only to Mackay, who headed the second
attempt wide of the post for a goal-kick.

With the wind at their back after the break, the visitors soon regained their momentum and
Danny Crump laid claim to his first assist of the afternoon as he punted the ball down field.
The Godmanchester defender mistimed his jump as the ball came down, and Chaplin was on
it straight away and bore down on Peachey’s goal, lifting the ball over the ‘keeper as he
committed himself to add the second goal.

The busy Matty Allan blasted high
over Crump’s bar from Joe
Furness’s through ball and then
got down the right to cross, but the
ball flew across Crump’s area and
out for a throw on the other side.

Powell curled a superb effort wide
of Peachey that looked a goal all
the way until clipping the bar and
rebounding to safety, but it only
proved to be a sighter, as a couple
of minutes later the Seasiders won
a free kick 25 yards out and this time the visitors leading scorer made it 19 goals in 21 games



Tweet

with his second of the afternoon, curling a superb free kick over the wall and into the top right
hand corner of Peachey’s net.

The goal ended any hopes the home side had of getting something from the game, and in
the 65th minute Jordy Matthews chased a seemingly lost cause from Crump’s punt downfield
that looked to be safely heading for Peachey’s arms, getting there first and rounding the
keeper with Tom Moran in pursuit before slotting the ball into an unguarded net.

Both sides used their full set of
substitutes in the final 15 minutes,
but strangely, referee Chris
Reeson added less than 15
seconds on at the end of the 90,
before bringing the game to a
conclusion.

An excellent result against a
hardworking home side, as
attention now turns to Friday night
and the visit of Hadleigh United to
the Goldstar Ground. They are

under new management,

with ex Ipswich Wanderers boss Shane Wardley taking over the reins of his former club, and
with a couple of former Seasiders in the Hadleigh ranks, it throws up an interesting challenge
for the Seasiders’ management as the Brettsiders will surely be out to impress their new
boss.
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